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Nellie’s Dell
Description:

Nellie’s Dell is a compact site close to West Tisted, Hampshire. The site is located in woodland
on chalky soil. A popular trials site, it is in Hampshire, just off the A32 from Alton to Fareham..

Off-Roading:

The site is located on a hillside with a large bomb-hole creating climbing and descent challenges.
A second, smaller bomb- hole and a ridge also create plenty of challenges. There are also tracks
through the woods to provide an easier drive for those starting out.

Facilities:

There is usually wheel wash facility at TV4x4 events (local restrictions may apply). The club
trailer provides toilet facilities and a burger van is available for snacks.

Directions:

From the north, head towards Alton in Hampshire, either heading south out of Basingstoke or
South-West along the A31 from Farnham. Immediately after leaving Alton on the A31 turn off at
the Chawton Roundabout onto the A32. Pass through Lower Farringdon and Farringdon
Pass through East Tisted. After passing Woodside Farm on your right, travel approx 1 mile and
then turn right into Brick Kiln Lane (Nowhere near the old Brick Kiln Farm Site!!!!), turning
through a disused bridge.
After entering Brick Kiln lane the very first track on the right is the entrance and will be
signposted.
Portsmouth head northbound on the A32 after the West Meon Hut traffic lights carry on up and
over the hill, about two miles after the Traffic Lights as the road levels and straightens out there
is a left hand turning, the grid of the entrance is SU677293.

GPS: Brick Kiln Lane, SO24 0HH
Warnings:

On-site:

OS MAP REF:SU 677293

Observe the signs and directions given on-site, separate entrances and
exits to the site may be in operation for trailered and non-trailered vehicles.
The bomb-holes will be marshal controlled, observe marshal directions at all
times.
The site entrance is also a Public Footpath, beware of pedestrians and
give way to them.

CLUB HOTLINE – 0118 9580785

EVENT DAY CONTACT: 07773-125745

WARNING: MOTOR SPORT CAN BE DANGEROUS
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